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Zwinger vom haus Huro

http://www.vomhaushuro.com/

Whether your goal today is to find the perfect new addition to your family, gain knowledge about German

Shepherd dogs or simply to see what's new, we welcome you warmly.

Zwinger vom haus HuroVom haus Huro is a small family owned and operated kennel near metro Detroit, in Michigan. Our dogs live inside with the family and all of

our puppies are whelped in our home and socialized extensively. We compete and work with our dogs and puppies in SV and UKC conformation, Schutzhund sport

through Schutzhund USA, obedience through AKC and UKC and we can occasionally be found at various other events as well. Our love for the German Shepherd

Dog originated from the ideal that they are the complete package. They can and should be able to do it all.  Our goal is to breed dogs that conform to the standard for

temperament, workability and conformation. In addition to that we strive for great health and long lives. After all, when you have the perfect dog, you want it around

for many years.We have been very fortunate to have the high honor of one of the largest service dogs organizations in the United States utilizing both our puppies and

our stud dog Digger in their programs. We consider this one of our highest achievements to date and a testimony to our goal of breeding utilitarian German

Shepherds.Vom haus Huro isn't just a kennel. We're a community. We keep in touch with one another, we share our knowledge and we help one another. We plan

together, support one another, travel to shows and trials together (whether they're across the state or across the country!), compete alongside and against one another,

and celebrate good times with each other and our dogs.
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